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Fully Managed, Enterprise Grade

Why Do You Need Curata Web Hosting?
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Our comprehensive hosting package takes the hassle out of web hosting. Curata 
hosting is an enterprise level solution comprised of powerful and scalable 
hardware, web server & application support, emergency support, source control, 
version control and deployment tools and a periodic application maintenance 
program. Simply put, you don’t have to worry about a thing. It will work, and 
work well.

A Curata Managed 

Web Hosting 

Package gives you 

fully managed and 

supported web 

hosting. 

Built for speed, 

Curata hosting is 

fast and reliable.
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Fast and Reliable
Once your new website is is completed, it will look great and be super functional. 
The final step to deliver your message to your customers is to serve up the 
website. Of the utmost importance is how fast your website pages load. We pride 
ourselves on providing fast and reliable hosting that maximises site performance 
and the subsequent user experience and conversion.
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Benefits of Curata Web Hosting
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There are many...

1. Single Provider. You’ll have a single point of contact for all of your 
website related enquiries and issues, and you won’t ever get stuck in the 
middle of the “web host” vs “web developer” argument.

2. Fully managed. We take a proactive approach to all of the ongoing 
maintenance of the web server and application (WordPress).

3. Fast. We use powerful infrastructure to ensure your site makes a positive 
impact through its performance.

4. Application Support. If any issues arise due to the application itself 
(WordPress) we’ll rectify those too.

5. Version control and deployment system. We only develop and test on 
the staging server to safeguard against live site breakage.

6. Flexible Invoicing. Choose between monthly or annual invoicing.
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About the Infrastructure - AWS
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Curata web hosting is built on industry leading Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure, located in the 
Sydney data centre, Australia. 
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Enterprises such as Dow Jones, Expedia, Comcast, Suncorp and University of Western Australia 

have built their web services on AWS. It is secure and accredited, including ISO27001 - the 

global standard for information security management. 

AWS provides a full suite of integrated IT tools, including - web server, 
storage, content distribution network and much more...
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Our Hosting Service Inclusions
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✓ AWS Infrastructure - Utilisation of AWS EC2 infrastructure, providing powerful, 
reliable and scalable solutions. 

✓ Automatic backups to Amazon S3 - Automatic backups to S3 cloud based 
storage.

✓ Content Delivery Network (CDN) - Amazon Cloudfront improves site speed by 
delivering static content such as images from multiple “edge” locations, rather 
than the web server itself.

✓ Server monitoring and escalation - Leading edge server monitoring and 
automated escalation mechanisms instantly notify Curata of any issues that 
require our attention. (Provides a trigger for manual intervention if our 
automated diagnostic tools are unable to rectify the problem.)

✓ Scalability - Our web solutions allow the future increase in resource (hardware 
upgrade) to take place with no or minimal impact on the business.  Note that 
additional charges may apply where work upgrade work is required within 12 
months.
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Our Hosting Service Inclusions (Cont.)
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✓ Git/Github - Git provides source control of the website code which enables us to 
track code changes that have been made at any time since the commencement of 
the project.

✓ Capistrano - Capistrano manages the deployment of new code from the git 
repository to the live server, providing versioning history and the ability to 
rollback changes as required. 

✓ Server side optimisation - Server side optimisation stack tailored for the 
application.

✓ Staging Server - Dedicated staging server for code deployments, QA testing and 
client review.

✓ Client Access - You will be provided with SFTP /  SSH access for the uploading of 
media files, where required. 

✓ SSL configuration and installation - The installation and configuration of an SSL 
certificate is included, where specified in the website requirements.
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What is a Staging Server and Why is it Important?
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✓ A gateway to production - The staging server acts as a gateway and enables enterprise 
level Quality Assurance processes to be employed.

✓ Environmental Replication - By replicating the production environment, code and 
database changes are able to be tested in a manner that ensures consistency across staging 
and the production environment.

✓ Functionality Testing - A staging server allows developers to test changes in functionality 
to ensure site operation is as expected before applying the changes.

✓ Design Testing - Clients often wish to be involved in the design process and a staging server 
provides the opportunity for the client to review design changes in situ (as opposed to 
image mockups) before changes are made live. 

✓ Save Money - By ensuring updates and changes are functioning correctly and signed off 
prior to go live, costs associated with rectifying problems post go live are minimised.

A Staging Server is a server running a duplicate version of the production environment for the 
purpose of development and testing prior to applying new development work to the 
production site.
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Hosting Workflow
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Web Hosting Packages
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Bronze Hosting

➢ vCPU 1

➢ CPU Speed 2.6 GHz

➢ RAM 3.75 GB

➢ SSD 50 GB

➢ Base IOPS 150

➢ S3 Storage 100GB

➢ Data/month 150GB

   Setup Fee $600*

   Monthly $300

   Annually $3600

All Curata web hosting packages require a minimum 6 months contract. After 6 months the service can be cancelled upon the provision of 7 days notice from the client. The client will 
be responsible for migrating the site to the new web host. All prices quoted are ex GST. Additional work performed on the Hosting environment at the request of the client will be 
charged at the rate of $145/hour ex GST for Time & Materials (T&M). If usage on the account is higher than anticipated, excess consumption charges may apply. Full Terms of Service 
apply.

*Pay annually and receive free setup, applies to any package (Gold, Silver or Bronze), applies to new account setups only.

Silver Hosting

➢ vCPU 2

➢ CPU Speed 2.6 GHz

➢ RAM 7.5 GB

➢ SSD 100 GB

➢ Base IOPS 300

➢ S3 Storage 200GB

➢ Data/month 300GB

   Setup Fee $1200*

   Monthly $600

   Annually $7200

Gold Hosting

➢ vCPU 4

➢ CPU Speed 2.6 GHz

➢ RAM 15 GB

➢ SSD 150 GB

➢ Base IOPS 450

➢ S3 Storage 400GB

➢ Data/month 600GB

   Setup Fee $2000*

   Monthly $1000

   Annually $12000

* Choose annual invoicing and receive free 

setup on any package (new accounts only).
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Guaranteed SLA’s
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1. Server Uptime - In line with AWS uptime SLA’s, 99.50% for single instance, 99.90% for load balanced 
instance.

2. Application Uptime
a. For Curata built applications - 99.00%
b. For applications built by a third party developer - Subject to site audit.

3. Support Issues*
a. Standard Response Time - Response to initial query within 120 minutes within business hours AEST 

9:00am - 5:30pm. 
b. Incident Report - Provided within 2 business days of issue resolution.
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The above SLA’s apply to our standard retail offering. Bespoke solutions with increased SLA’s 

can be devised to suit your individual business needs.



Our Support Process
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Should an occasion arise where support is required. we provide an easy to use and efficient ticket system for 
the submission of support requests. The support form is located on our website:
http://www.curata.com.au/client-support/
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We monitor all submissions and all emergency situations receive a priority response.
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